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Abstract. Emission tomography has provided a new insight in brain
mechanisms past years. Although reconstructions are nowadays mostly
static, trend is going toward dynamic acquisitions and reconstructions.
This opens a new range of investigations, for instance for drugs discovery.
Indeed new drugs are studied through the dynamic ability of tissues to
catch them. However, it is required to know radiotracer concentration of
blood that irrigates tissues in order to draw conclusions on potentials of
these drugs. This concentration is called ’input function’ and this paper
presents a new method for measuring it in a non-invasive way.

Our new method relies on simultaneous estimations of vessels kinetics
and vessels spatial distribution. These estimations are performed during
the reconstruction process and take into account the statistical nature
of measured signals. Indeed, this method is based on the maximisation
of the likelihood of counts in detectors. It takes advantages of a non-
negative matrix factorisation which separate spatial and temporal com-
ponents. Results are very promising, since it estimates arterial input
function accurately although object emits just a limited amount of pho-
tons, especially within the first minutes.

1 Introduction

Emission-tomography is getting more and more useful for medical applications,
in particular for quantification of physiological parameters for drug discovery.
Depending on radioisotopes that label molecules, PET or SPECT enable the
reconstruction of 3D radioactive spatial distributions. Such scanners provide
dynamic sequences of images and consequently dynamic information on phys-
iological parameters. In this context, measurements along time of radiotracer
concentrations in arterial blood allow the derivation of some important informa-
tion on kinetics of labelled molecules [1], by comparing them to uptake values
in organs. Non-invasive measurements of this concentration, which is called the
input function, have strong clinical interest, but is difficult to achieve because
of low amount of photons which are emitted from vessels. Furthermore, veins
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are always located close to arteries. This implies that spatial resolution has to
be smaller than characteristic dimensions of vessels, which is about a few mil-
limetres. Consequently it is very relevant to improve dynamic reconstruction
methods in order to quantify concentrations of radiotracers flooding in arteries.

The state-of-the-art technique relies on arterial blood sampling [2], which is an
invasive and painful procedure for patients. Moreover medical staff is exposed to
unnecessary radiation. This method requires drawing samples at pre-established
time points, which has the disadvantage to induce uncertainty on the exact mo-
ment when the input function reaches its maximum as well as its maximum
value. These two parameters are very relevant for pharmaco-kinetics studies. It
has been proposed to extract directly the input function from PET reconstruc-
tions [3] through independent component analysis. This method depends on the
reconstructed spatial distribution. While every time frame is reconstructed in-
dependently, first frames are noisy and consequently estimation of kinetics is not
accurate. Some recent works propose to include the kinetics estimations in recon-
struction process [4][5], but these methods require to provide functions basis to
estimate kinetics, which is a strong prior. It has also been suggested to perform
a non-negative matrix factorisation (NMF) of the dynamic projection data in
order to separate spatial and temporal information. Iterative algorithms [6] [7],
as well as projected gradient methods [8], have been proposed, but NMF is then
performed in the projection space. Thus performances of these methods depend
strongly on the reconstruction quality of every time frame.

As an alternative to these methods, we propose to perform NMF in the object
space. Indeed, components are expected to be spatially separated in object space,
whereas contributions of components in projections can be mixed up together.
Performing NMF in object space requires that it is introduced in the reconstruc-
tion process. Our new algorithm estimates simultaneously kinetics in the object
and its spatial distribution. This method reconstructs 4D-objects from just two
projections that are acquired through coded-aperture collimators, with the as-
sumptions that the object is still and the kinetics is homogeneous inside every
vessel. It is based on the maximisation of Poisson likelihood. Consequently, it is
an appropriate statistical model for projections with low counts in pixels. Upon
improvement on the collimation procedure, SPECT can be a good solution for
measuring the input function. Sensitivity of imaging system can be significantly
augmented by using a coded-aperture collimator with a gamma-camera or a
gamma-imager [9]. In this case, it is possible to use SPECT for problems dealing
with low available amount of information, as non-invasive determination of in-
put function. In particular it is well suited for imaging objects emitting photons
with middle and high energy which are more difficult to collimate and to detect.

2 Method

Our aim is to reconstruct vessels, at locations such as the knees, which stand far
from main active organs (brain, heart, bladder). This reduces external noise in
projections. Furthermore knees are of particular interest since arteries are almost
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Fig. 1. (Left) Imaging configuration with two detectors and two collimators (Centre)
Ground-truth kinetics (Right) Ground-truth kinetics in log-scale representations

as large as the femoral artery, but closer to the surface, which is important for
detection efficiency. We test our method through simulations and experiments.

The configuration of our imaging system relies on two γ-imagers. The scin-
tillator of every detector is made of CsI. It is 4 mm-thick and its diameter is
100 mm-large. Such detectors produce (128×128)-pixel images. Collimators are
coded apertures of type HURA [10]. They are 9 mm-thick and centre-to-centre
hole distance is 1,85 mm. Collimators are made of tungsten. Artery and vein are
assumed to be cylindrical. For both simulations and experiments, we model them
as 5mm-large and 30 mm-long cylinders. They emit 511 keV-photons. Imaging
configuration, which have been tested through simulations and experiments, is
described in Fig.1. The axis-to-axis distance of cylinders is 8 mm. Cylinders
stand in the centre of the knee which is 100 mm-large. Collimators are in con-
tact with the knee and detectors stand 100 mm-away from collimators. Kinetics
in vessels that are presented in Fig.1 have been obtained through arterial and
venous blood samplings. Artery and vein kinetics only differ in the first 7-8 min-
utes, which means that temporal resolution must be excellent during the first
minutes. In this figure, %ID/100ml stands for ’percentage of injected dose per
100 millilitres’. The injected dose is 5 mCi. From these kinetics, projections on
detectors have first been generated through simulations for every time frame with
Monte-Carlo code GATE [11]. Real data acquisitions have been then performed
on a real gamma-imager. As we just have one imager, we rotate the object in
order to acquire two orthogonal projections [12].

3 NMF in Object-Space Based on Maximisation of
Likelihood of Poisson Signals

3.1 Model

Dynamic imaging is based on the acquisition of a set of projections St for every
time frame t. During every time frame t, an object O emits photons and their
3D spatial distribution on a voxel grid is denoted λt. The number of voxels is
denoted M . λt is a M -long 3D-vector that is reorganised as a 1D-vector for com-
putational purpose. We then denoted ai,j the probability that a photon which
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has been emitted from voxel j is detected in pixel i of a set of detectors D. All
ai,j constitutes a matrix A that models the imaging system. A does not depend
on the time frame as long as the imaging system and the object are still. It can
be noticed that every pixel count St(i) is a draw of a Poisson-distributed variable
whose mean is (Aλt)(i). Reconstructing the object O from the set of projections
St consists in estimating the 3D spatial distribution λ̄t that minimises the Pois-
son noise n given by: St = A · λt + n. All time frames are acquired independently,
as a result all St are statistically independent one from another. Let define S
(respectively Λ) as the matrix whose columns are the vectors St (respectively
the vectors λt). Reconstructing all time frames simultaneously can be performed
by estimating the matrix Λ̄ that minimises the Poisson noise NΛ:

S = A · Λ + NΛ (1)

This means that the number of variables Λj,t in the problem increases linearly
with the number of frames. The better the time resolution, the larger the number
of variables Λj,t to estimate. Furthermore, the amount of detected photons in
every time frame is usually not sufficient to reconstruct 3D-distribution of the
object, although this step is required to define region of interests (ROI) in which
we are interested to know the activity in order to assess the input function. As an
alternative, we propose to look for a non-negative matrix factorisation of Λ which
deconvolves spatial information from kinetics information. Indeed, for every time
frame t, λt can be viewed as the sum of the contributions of the artery and the
vein, that is to say: λt = λa

t +λv
t . By assuming that the kinetics is homogeneous

in every cylinder, we can write that : λa
t = Ka

t · [Xa
1 . . . Xa

M

]T + na
t and λv

t =

Kv
t ·

[
Xv

1 . . . Xv
M

]T +nv
t , where (Xa)T and (Xv)T describe the transposes of the

spatial locations of the artery and the vein. They do not depend on time frames.
Ka

t and Kv
t are the kinetics of the artery and the vein for time frame t. na

t and
nv

t are Poisson noise. We assume that there are T time frames. Object O is made
of M voxels. The 4D activity distribution Λ can then be written as:

Λ =

⎡

⎢
⎣

λ1,1 . . . λ1,T

...
...

λM,1 . . . λM,T

⎤

⎥
⎦ =

⎡

⎢
⎣

X1,1 X1,2

...
...

XM,1 XM,2

⎤

⎥
⎦ ·

[
K1,1 . . . K1,T

K2,1 . . . K2,T

]
+ N = X ·K + N (2)

where N is a Poisson noise, X descibes spatial distribution of components and
K describes their kinetics. (Xa

i , Xv
i , Ka

j , Kv
j ) has been replaced for all i, j by

(Xi,1, Xi,2, K1,j, K2,j) for clarity in next analytical calculations. Factorisation is
a valid model as long as the following assumptions are satisfied: (i) kinetics of
artery and vein are homogeneous in each cylinder, and (ii) the object does not
move during the acquisition. The model involves two components, because we
expect to observe measurements due to the artery and the vein.

Before the factorisation, M×T parameters have to be estimated whereas after
the factorisation on two components, it is reduced to 2 × M + 2 × T ∼ 2 × M ,
since usually the number of voxels M is far larger than the number of time
frames T . Consequently, after factorisation, there are about T/2 less parameters
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to estimate. This is significant since there are usually several dozens of time
frames per acquisition. The point is that X and K are estimated instead of
Λ. Furthermore, spatial matrix X is estimated from all the time frames, which
reduces the problems of low counts in first frames. We are now looking for the
couple {X ; K} that minimises the Poisson noise N ′ in:

S = AXK + N ′ (3)

This is done through the maximisation of the likelihood L(X, K) which is pro-
portional to the conditional probability P (S|X, K):

L(X, K) ∝
∏

i,j

(AXK)Si,j

i,j e−(AXK)i,j

Si,j !
(4)

3.2 Cost Function and Gradient Derivation

For this problem, it is very important to perform an optimisation which is based
on likelihood of a Poisson mixture because the number of detected photons in
detectors is low, which does not allow approximation of Poisson variables by
Gaussian variables. Maximising the likelihood L(X, K) is equivalent to max-
imising its modified logarithm:

E = ln(L(X, K)) + ln(
∏

i,j

(Si,j !)) =
∑

i,j

[Si,j ln ((AXK)i,j) − (AXK)i,j ] (5)

The number of components is denoted C. We remember that the object is made
of M voxels and that there are T time frames. Differentiations are calculated
analytically from Eq. 5:

∀(p, q, t) ∈ �1; M� × �1; C� × �1; T �

∂E

∂Xp,q
=

∑

i,j

Ai,p

(
Sij

(AXK)ij
− 1

)
Kq,j =

(
AT

(
S

AXK
− 1

)
KT

)

p,q

(6)

∂E

∂Kq,t
=

∑

i,k

Xk,qAi,k

(
Si,t

(AXK)i,t
− 1

)
=

(
XT AT

(
S

AXK
− 1

))

q,t

(7)

We then use a constraint spectral projected gradient method [13] to maximise
the modified log-likelihood E on positive sets. From Eq. 6 and 7, it is observed
that optimisation is not convex and consequently, initialisation step must be
dealt with carefully.

3.3 Initialisation

The assumption is made that two components stand inside the object. Eq. 7
becomes:

∂E

∂Kq,t
=

∑

i

(
Si,t(AX)i,q

(AX)i,1K1,t + (AX)i,2K2,t

)
−

∑

i

(AX)i,q (8)
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A rough assumption needs to be done to get a correct initialisation point. We
assume that X is made of uniform components, that is to say that every coef-
ficient of X equals an arbitrarily value α. Then, a relation is derived between
every K1,t and K2,t from Eq. 8:

∂E

∂K1,t
= 0 ⇔

∑

i

(
αSi,t

∑
k Ai,k

(αK1,t + αK2,t)
∑

k Ai,k

)
= α

∑

i,k

Ai,k (9)

⇔ K1,t + K2,t =
∑

i Si,t

α
∑

i,k Ai,k
(10)

Differentiation on K2,t would also lead to Eq. 10. As we expect from physi-
ological information that concentration is always higher in the artery than in
the vein, we can also assume that K1,t ≤ K2,t, that is to say ∃Rt ∈ [0, 1] so
that K2,t = RtK1,t. Initialisation is then performed by choosing a random vari-
able Rt from a uniform distribution over [0; 1], which leads through Eq. 10 to:

K1,t =
1

α(1 + Rt)

∑
i Si,t∑

i,k Ai,k
and K2,t =

Rt

α(1 + Rt)

∑
i Si,t∑

i,k Ai,k
(11)

The initial modified log-likelihood E does not depend on α as it can be observed
from Eq. 5 and 10:

E =
∑

i,j

Si,j ln

⎛

⎝
∑

k

Ai,k

∑
i′ Si′,j∑

i′,k′ Ai′,k′
−

∑

i,j,k

Ai,k

∑
i′ Si′,j∑

i′,k′ Ai′,k′

⎞

⎠ (12)

4 Results

Data have been first generated with Monte-Carlo code GATE. Fig. 2 presents in-
tegrated projections over all temporal frames which have been acquired through
coded-apertures according to activities of Fig. 1. Maximum pixel count is 13,
which justifies the fact that Poisson likelihood has not been approximated by
Gaussian likelihood. Reconstruction has been performed with α = 1. In
Fig. 3, the top line (respectively bottom line) shows results that have been

Fig. 2. Integration of all time frames in first and second projections. (Left) GATE
simulations: 7868 and 7841 detected photons on the two projections (Right) Experi-
ments : 8590 and 8557 detected photons.
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Fig. 3. Normalised integrated views which are perpendicular to the three principal
directions: (left) xy-plane (its normal is parallel to cylinders axis), (centre) xy-plane and
(right) xz-plane. Reconstructed 3D spatial distribution: (top) Monte Carlo simulations,
(bottom) experiments.

obtained through simulations (respectively experiments). Images have been ob-
tained through summation of slices along the three principal directions of recon-
structed spatial distribution. From left to right, we can see two spots, which are
the sections of both cylinders, then two horizontal cylindrical distribution that
stand one above the other, and finally just one because both cylinders stand one
behind the other. Numerous artefacts are present in reconstruction. They are due
to inaccurate modelling of the transition matrix A. Indeed, it has been computed
through ray-tracing, which does not take into account all physical phenomena.
Whereas spatial components are not clearly distinguishable, components of K
estimate accurately the initial kinetics as shown in Fig.4. The estimation of the
fourth time frame in the experimental kinetics is not accurate, which shows that
we are close from the limit of the method. In both case, arterial component is
better estimated than the venous one. Indeed, it is harder to extract weaker
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Fig. 4. Estimated kinetics (Left) from simulation data, (Right) from experiments
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signal. This does not affect the goal of this work, which is focused on the input
function estimation.

5 Conclusions

In this paper we have proposed a novel approach for local reconstruction of
PET/SPECT signals. Our method is based on non-negative matrix factori-
sation. It deeply reduces the number of variables and explicitly encodes the
temporal correlation in the reconstruction. Therefore, it can provide reliable es-
timations even with sparse measurements through appropriate exploitation of
Poisson likelihood.
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